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The Life of the Haggadah
In t rod u ct ion

When I began to think hard about the life of the Haggadah
in preparation for this biography, Rabbi Lawrence Hoffman, who has written extensively on this text, suggested I go
to Chicago and meet Stephen Durchslag, the premier private collector of the printed Haggadah in America. I’m glad
I did, because shortly after my arrival, I learned how the
Haggadah lived in a distinctive way.
The father of anthropological fieldwork is Bronislaw
Malinowski, who distinguished himself from the armchair
anthropologists of the nineteenth century by leaving home
and going into the field for an extended period to live among
the people who would be the objects of his study; in those
days, they were invariably called “the natives.” Malinowski’s
description of his arrival in Melanesian New Guinea is well
known. “Imagine yourself,” Malinowski wrote, “suddenly set
down surrounded by all your gear, alone on a tropical beach
close to a native village, while the launch or dinghy which
has brought you sails away, out of sight.”1 The entrance story
foreshadows the anthropologist’s transformation from
stranger to insider. It also hints at essential understandings
that will be revealed. While anthropologists today rarely
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claim they have become insiders, performing fieldwork remains their primary research method and is the profession’s
initiation rite. They still tell entrance stories, so, nodding to
Malinowski, I preface this biography with my own.
I arrived along the shore of Lake Michigan, neither by
launch nor by dinghy, but by car. This was Chicago’s Gold
Coast, and I stood in front of the grand building where
Mr. Durchslag, who had invited me to call him Steve, lived,
hoping I was presentable. It was an unusually sunny and
hot fall day. When I entered his modern, art-filled apartment overlooking the city and the lake, he graciously offered me a drink. I said, “Water will be lovely.” I felt awe
and excitement as Steve ushered me into his wood-shelved
library where his Haggadot were housed. (In Hebrew, the
plural of Haggadah is Haggadot; still, many people say
“Haggadahs,” an Anglicized mash-up of the Yiddish plural,
hagodes.) Rare ones were just there on the shelves, not even
behind glass, but placed along with his other books, even
paperbacks. He selected treasures to show me, rapidly placing one on top of the next on a glass display table in the
center of the room. Here was the 1629 Venice Haggadah,
the 1695 Amsterdam Haggadah, and now the 1712 Amsterdam with its fold-out map of the biblical world. I could
hardly keep up. Steve didn’t insist I coddle each Haggadah
on a special foam rest as I had in libraries’ rare books collections; this was liberating, but what if I stressed the binding? He didn’t ask me to put on those special white gloves
the special collections librarians made me wear. I could
have been perusing my very modest shelf of stacked up
Haggadot in my living room, a “collection” rich in the
supermarket and Maxwell House coffee Haggadot my
2
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mother had amassed over years, not as exemplars of ephemera, but for us to use. I was anxious for the safety of Steve’s
books—didn’t they need a more watchful eye, some protection, say, from me?
Distracting myself from these worrisome thoughts, I
asked Steve how he had found his Haggadot, thinking he
might have some miraculous discovery stories. He answered
by matter-of-factly pulling off a Sotheby’s catalog and then
one from Kestenbaum’s from his shelves; he pointed to a
new purchase that was still in an unopened padded mailer,
and he said more new ones were on their way. The tower of
Haggadot he was piling on the table for me grew higher.
Haggadot from Poona (Pune), Paris, South Africa, Shanghai, Melbourne, Munich. He declared it was time to clear
off this batch to make space for others.
Inebriated by gratitude to be present to witness this wondrous collection, I enthusiastically stretched out my right
arm over the books on the table, ready to help sweep them
up so I could see even more rare Haggadot.
I had failed to notice that on this hot day, Steve had also
gotten himself a drink, a bottle of diet cola, and it had been
on the table all along, and it was uncapped. Now, thanks to
my outstretched arm, it was spilling all over the table of
Haggadot. I prayed: “Oh dear God, if the soda damages just
the Sotheby’s catalog—that would be enough. Or just the
Sotheby’s and also, the Kestenbaum’s; even that would be
enough.”
I started to turn toward Steve, anticipating his horror
and displaying my shame, but during my liturgical interlude,
he had dashed off and returned with what he called a
shmatta, a little towel. He was already clearing, dabbing,
The Life of the Haggadah
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mopping, and reassuring me: “You cannot treat them as artifacts, or they lose their value.”
That is when I understood that while an individual Haggadah may be collected and cherished for its historical or
artistic merits, it lives as its most authentic self when it is
used, especially on a family’s Passover seder table. That is
when it “gets a life,” so to speak. In that place of vulnerability, subject to wine spills and the assault of matzah crumbs,
it choreographs the transmission of particular memories
and inculcates sensibilities. I would go on to learn that a
Haggadah comes to life when it leads those who have gathered to use it to ask hard questions about slavery, exile, redemption, and freeing the oppressed. Its liveliness increases
each time it is taken out again to be used at a seder and each
time celebrants use it. It is especially lively, but in a different
way, when it fades into the background and gives rise to the
conversation of those seated at the seder table, who are alive
at the present moment and make telling the Passover story
meaningful for themselves.
Writer James Salter introduced his memoir, Burning the
Days: Recollection, as “more or less the story of a life. Not the
complete story which, as in almost any case, is beyond
telling—the length would be too great, longer than Proust,
not to speak of the repetition.” This biography of the Haggadah is also more or less the story of a life. The word Haggadah
means “telling” and the complete story of its life—spanning
more than six thousand versions over millennia—would be
beyond telling and unspeakably repetitive. Just as Salter selected from the parts of his life that were important to him, a
different biographer of the Haggadah—say, a scholar of rabbinic literature, a historian of the Jewish book, or an expert in
4
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Jewish illuminated manuscripts—would make choices and
craft a telling based on his or her frame of reference within the
highly specialized (and brutally competitive, I have observed)
academic field of Haggadah study. As the author of this telling, I recollect the life of the Haggadah by selecting versions
and aspects that have engaged me and stimulated my speculation. What you have before you is not encyclopedic. It is personal, partial, and eclectic, and it reflects my being an anthropologist who investigates Jewish ritual innovation in the
contemporary era. This means that when I turn backward, I
do so unabashedly from a twenty-first-century perspective.
I will be introducing many versions of the Haggadah, including ones often reproduced, those deemed important for
their rarity and beauty or their introduction of new artistic
conventions and book-making technologies. We will also
encounter versions that reflect the range of Jewish geographic distribution; disclose variations in Jewish practice;
register historically significant events; or address liturgical,
pedagogical, and theological matters. Making selections has
been a challenge, for just about any Haggadah is a worthy
springboard for reflection. Even the free supermarket Haggadah (with coupons for matzah and horseradish in the centerfold pages—I kid you not!) reflects an important facet of
its story.

What Is the Haggadah?
This telling of the life of the Haggadah chronicles its recalibrations over time. We will move from its early sources in
the Bible and rabbinic literature; to the years it was a
The Life of the Haggadah
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handwritten manuscript; to its life as an illuminated book
in the middle ages; to its emergence as a mass-produced
printed book and later, as an artist’s book; to its iterations in
the twentieth century in America and Israel, including those
that reflect the Holocaust; and finally to the current explosion of new versions, including those using emerging technologies of our day.
Let us begin with a broad-stroked overview.
The Haggadah’s life as a liturgical text came about to
fulfill a biblical injunction to fathers to tell the story of the
Exodus from Egypt to their children (literally, to their
sons): “And you shall tell your son on that day, ‘It is because
of what the Lord did for me when I went free from Egypt’ ”
(Exodus 13:8). For those Jewish men who lacked children,
their students could fill in; for the childless without students, wives would do. Persons all alone could still tell the
story to themselves, asking the questions and answering
them, too. Transmit that memory of holy history as if it
happened to you, as if you were there yourself among the
children of Israel. Its essence: we were slaves, God rescued
us once from degradation and brought us to freedom as a
nation, and we are as grateful now as we were then. The
moral: cherish freedom, or, lacking it, seek it out. And
trust: the next redemption, however bleak the current moment, may be just around the bend. Transmit that memory
of oppression captivatingly enough so the story attaches itself to the moral imagination. The memory of belonging to
a people who knew slavery and then liberation should enliven so much empathy that one cannot help but feel responsible for helping others to achieve their own
liberation.
6
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In the biblical story of the children of Israel wandering in
the desert, they are exhorted to explain to their children
why they sacrificed lambs in the spring. While the First and
Second Temples in Jerusalem stood, during Passover pilgrimages, the sacrifices took place in their vicinity. Following the destruction of the Second Temple (70 CE), and
some say, even before that, the sacrifice was made symbolically with food and drink and an interpretive liturgy, including narration, and it took place in homes.
From the beginning of the diaspora from the Land of Israel until this day, the obligation of transmission is still carried out in the form of a step-by-step dining practice called
the seder. The word means order. It refers to the order in
which one recites the Passover liturgy, drinks four cups of
wine, and engages ritually with symbolic foods by breaking,
dipping, indicating, or hiding and seeking them. The seder
is part Greco-Roman symposium (to be discussed later),
part study and prayer session, part holiday dinner at
Grandma and Grandpa’s house, and with growing frequency, part teach-in for social justice or political protest.
Because a spirit of rejoicing on Passover (one of the three
Jewish pilgrimage festivals; the others are Sukkot in the fall
and Shavuot in late spring) is called for, the seder table became the site for a festive repast. There, under the spell of
narrative and ritual, all the other degradations, exiles, and
cries of the past might be briefly repressed; all enemies, past
and future, are imagined as getting their due. In a passage
expressing the horror of being slaughtered by Crusader
armies in 1096, there is a cry for vengeance, one that has
been a source of discomfort for some who adamantly omit it
on the grounds of xenophobia: “Pour out Your wrath on the
The Life of the Haggadah
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nations that do not know You . . . ; annihilate them from
under God’s heavens.”
What exactly can you find in a fairly traditional Haggadah? I offer this synopsis: The Haggadah begins with a list of
the fourteen steps that characterize the proceedings. Next
comes the first of four blessings over wine, and instructions
for washing one’s hands, saying a blessing over a green vegetable, and breaking a matzah and setting half aside for hiding. It is followed by a minisummary that explains why Passover is observed and introduces the theme of slavery and
freedom. Next, a child asks four questions, which are only
vaguely answered; there is a story of four archetypal children, the questions they ask, and the answers they receive.
Many passages of rabbinic literature that elliptically refer to
the Exodus are eventually enlivened by instructions to name
the ten plagues as well as by a cheerful song called “Dayenu”
(it would be enough), which expresses gratitude for all of
God’s graciousness to the children of Israel along their journey. Psalms follow, and then comes a burst of ritual action:
handwashing, a blessing before eating matzah, another one
for eating bitter herbs, and a ritual for eating a sandwich
made of the bitter herbs and a condiment called charoset.
Finally, it is time for a festive meal. This is followed by instructions to eat the retrieved matzah half, a grace after
meals, a welcome to the prophet Elijah, then more psalms, a
statement of completion, and a selection of popular liturgical songs that have accrued over the years.
The Haggadah has no single author and no single editor.
From the time of “tell your child,” spanning oral to written
cultures, the Haggadah has grown into a commonplace
book chronicling generations of verbal, illustrative, and
8
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ritual strategies that were considered, in their times and in
their places, suitable for the task of transmission. Recite
this! Teach that! Imbibe and ingest the sweet fruit and nut
paste called charoset, the bitter herbs, the springy greens,
the flat-crunchy matzah! Remember worse times, pray for
better ones! Told with bursts of eloquence, courtesy of the
psalms recited before and after the meal, and climaxing in
loveable cumulative ditties, the assemblage of direction,
prayer, and teaching became codified along the way. It has
made for a night of dinner theater, in which cast and audience are one and the same as they utter, “It is because of
what the Lord did for me when I went forth from Egypt”
(Exodus 13:8). From the very start, qualities such as deep
empathy, flexibility, fluidity, and personalization were attached to this practice of oral transmission performed communally and intergenerationally. If the gambit worked, heritage and obligation would be transmitted. The newest
generation would know what their parents had known: how
to remember their way into tribal belonging. Come the next
year, the initiation would be repeated with age-appropriate
nods to children’s growing skills, attention spans, and possible alienation, and thus, membership and the experience of
belonging would be intensified.
While the Haggadah shapes the way the Exodus narrative is told, how the sacramental foods are eaten, and how
God is to be acknowledged, there is—now especially—
significant range in how much authority a Haggadah asserts. On one extreme, there are those who follow their
texts to the letter; they can even find, in the small print,
instructions for how to measure the precise amounts of
matzah that must be eaten. On the other extreme, there are
The Life of the Haggadah
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many, worldwide, who skip over what seems just too much.
They include the father of playwright Tony Kushner,
whose skipping practices are humorously recalled in his
1995 play “Notes on Akiba” written for a third seder performance piece at the Jewish Museum in New York.
(Here’s why his father skips the section about the ten
plagues: it is “lengthy, too close to dinner to be endured,
and exceedingly blood-curdling.”2)
Recently, a blogger from Hawaii found her childhood
Haggadot while cleaning out her mother’s basement in
Kansas City and wrote:
My father’s copy is carefully marked in red pen so he
could lead our seder . . . to dinner as efficiently as possible. He even wrote the word “Skip” in many places.
Thank goodness. The Gershun family has always been
short on seder and long on food! We definitely follow
that tradition in this Gershun home to this day.3
Some quit their seders midway, putting aside their Haggadot for good when the festive meal is served. While some
use an abridged version (even a Passover coloring book,
even after the children are now grown!) and are done in
minutes, others, proud that their seders extend into the wee
hours, make it to the very last pages. Their Haggadah might
inspire interruptions: debates, classical teachings that come
to mind, new readings, specially composed songs and
dances, and planned and spontaneous dramatizations. I
think of the Passover my mother, who had just received a
walking stick and a cape for her April birthday, took up on
the spur of the moment and called herself Grandma Moses.
She led a mid-seder parade of little grandchildren rushing
10
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through the living room until they were chased by Pharaoh’s
invisible army as they crossed the laundry room, which she
designated as the “sea.” A few years back, in an unscripted
portion of the seder, my colleague, a Jewish Studies professor, put his Haggadah down and invited his preschoolers to
break, piñata-style, the gold-painted modern-day idol he
had constructed for them out of cardboard: a larger-than-
life computer. Such instances of home-style performance art
may evoke 1960s happenings, but they are actually inspired
by even earlier generations of Jews who have been lively
Haggadah enactors.
The Haggadah is unlike most other Jewish texts in terms
of the laws that govern its usage. Let me explain. Whereas
Jewish law stipulates that the Torah scroll must be read from
and the Scroll of Esther must be heard, no laws stipulate
how the Haggadah should be read aloud or heard. While
there is usually a leader who chants the Haggadah or directs
those around the table to take parts, one could read it q uietly
to oneself and perform the required ritual acts. As with the
Torah, there are traditions of cantillation for singing the
Haggadah that have been passed down in Judaism’s different
ethnic groups, but this is a home ceremony, so no guardians
stand by to correct words that are inadvertently skipped or
misread.
Conceivably, given that the Haggadah is constructed as a
script or prompt, one could not use a Haggadah at all and
conduct a Passover seder from memory. Until codified, Jewish liturgy, law, and learning were orally transmitted; the
grand exception was the written Torah scroll. Orality preserved the dynamism of Jewish tradition, its freshness. If a
memorized general script for the seder might have once
The Life of the Haggadah
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been sufficient for a people with a strong oral tradition, it
eventually ceased being so, except in moments of terrible trials, such as during the Holocaust, when for some, the only
available Haggadah was the Haggadah of memory.
The Haggadah also has a distinctive life as a Jewish ritual
object. Containing the name of God, protocols of respect
must be observed. Drop it and it is kissed. When it is worn
out, it should be stored in a repository called a geniza until it
can be buried. Such considerations aside, the Haggadah is
considered less sacred than a Torah scroll. (The rule of
thumb: the more sacred an object is considered, the more
rules there are governing its production and usage.) A Torah
must be handwritten on sheets of parchment made from the
skin of a kosher animal (usually from a cow) that has been
soaked in limewater, stretched, and scraped. The ink is made
of plant gall, copper sulfate crystals, gum arabic, and water
and is applied with a quill from a kosher goose or a turkey. It
is written out precisely and accurately using traditional letterings, spacing, and columns. No illustrations. The sheets
of parchment are sewn together with strings of animal sinew
and wound on wooden rollers. If there is an error in the
Torah scroll or any defacement, it is not kosher, fit for use,
the same word used to describe foods permitted to a Jew.
This work can only be done by a ritual scribe, called a sofer,
who prepares for the day’s work with prayer and ablution.
While there are some more or less established conventions for a Haggadah’s layout, there is no protocol for how it
must be written. What inks, paints, or paper can be used?
How should it be bound? It’s up for grabs.
There is no protocol for storage and handling. The Torah
scroll, crowned with a silver headpiece or silk scarves and
12
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wrapped in embroidered velvet or enclosed upright in a decorated metal or wooden box, is taken from an often ornate
ark that is the focal point of the synagogue’s architecture. Before and after it is read from, it is processed before congregants who have risen in its honor and reach out to transfer a
kiss on it by hand, prayer book, or fringe of the prayer shawl.
The choreography makes it clear: the Torah represents both
God’s word and God’s palpable presence. There is no elaborate choreography for Haggadot, kept mostly at home. True,
they may get places of honor on bookshelves next to other
Jewish texts. An especially lovely Haggadah may be displayed
and given pride of place in the living room alongside a Hanukkah candelabra, which, together with a mezuzah on the
door, indicate a Jewish American home. (Interestingly
enough, many Jews who have Haggadot at home won’t have
a Bible or prayer book.) Likely enough, after Passover, most
Haggadot are stacked in batches, rubber-banded, packed
away in a box along with the Passover dishes and the chopping bowl, and stored in the basement, attic, or closet until
they get taken out again next year. Come Passover eve, like
spring crocuses, they appear again, perhaps a little worse for
wear. But who notices? It’s a sometimes scruffy, familiar item.
Rare Haggadot have been stored in mundane places,
though not necessarily on purpose. In 2013, an auctioneer appraising the contents of a home in North Manchester, En
gland, discovered an ornately illustrated eighteenth-century
Haggadah made by a scribe to the imperial court in Vienna
for the Oppenheim banking family. It was languishing in an
Osem soup carton in the garage! It had apparently come from
Belgium to Britain when its owners escaped the Nazis, but
the current owners had no idea they even owned it, let alone
The Life of the Haggadah
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how it had come into the family’s possession. Dr. Yaakov
Wise of the Centre for Jewish Studies at the University of
Manchester said of this miraculous discovery: “This was
probably in use for 200 years. There are wine and food stains
on it which is exactly what you would expect when it was at
the table. It is easy to imagine the wealthy family in Vienna
sitting around in their wigs and their buckled shoes reading it
by candlelight.”4 It was later sold at auction for $340,000.
A Haggadah has a life as an object that is viewed, but not
used, in museum and library collections, and they are found
in private Judaica collections as well. Everyday people collect Haggadot too, sometimes purposefully—say, by purchasing a new one each year—and often by chance—it’s
quite easy to walk out of a supermarket with a free (or “free
with a purchase”) copy. OK, I confess: a few free copies.
There have been exquisite Haggadot, including illuminated versions of the medieval period, publications in the
new age of printing, and periodic revivals of illumination,
including the arresting mid-twentieth-century Haggadah of
Arthur Syzk. In our age, there have been fine art versions,
originals, limited editions, and mass-produced copies. Some
of my personal favorite Haggadah artists are Zoya Cherkassy, Maty Grünberg, Tamar Messer, Avner Moriah, Mark
Podwal, Ben Shahn, Eliyahu Sidi, and Barbara Wolff.
An exceptional Haggadah designated as a collector’s
item generates veneration and might spend its days at the
Jewish National Library in Jerusalem (which is said to have
the world’s largest collection of Haggadot—over 10,000!),
the British Library, the Bodleian, the Library of Congress,
the New York Public Library, the library of the Jewish Theological Seminary, the Morgan Library, and even the
14
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Vatican—not to mention in university libraries, synagogues,
Jewish museums, or private homes. Still, there is pride of
place for a workaday variant, such as one that has been passed
down by family members and distinguished by the patina of
love and memory; its link to generations past stimulates a
loving respect and attaches an extra freight of meaning.
How many versions of the Haggadah are there? Determining that has fueled a cottage industry of Haggadah bibliographies. In 1901 there was Shmuel Wiener’s A Bibliography
of the Passover Haggadah listing 909 publications; Abraham
Yaari’s A Bibliography of the Passover Haggadah (1960) lists
2,700, and later increased the number by 174.5 In his magisterial 1975 book Haggadah in History, which chronicles five
centuries of the Haggadah in print, from its appearance in
liturgical compendia to its existence as a freestanding volume, Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi characterized the Haggadah
as “the most popular and beloved of Hebrew books.” He
tipped his hat to bibliographers who cataloged over 3,500
editions coming to light, the most reprinted, widely translated, frequently illustrated, and widely issued volume wherever Jewish presses have flourished.6 Yitzhak Yudlov then
compiled a 1997 Haggadah Thesaurus accounting for 4,715
Haggadot since the beginning of printing until 1960. Now,
whenever figures are cited, the number is usually 5,000 and
counting. Nearly every article about the Haggadah notes its
many revisions, with Edward Rothstein in the April 17, 2011,
New York Times offering one of the most eloquent accounts:
Though only read once or twice a year, it has probably had
more wine spilled on it than any other book ever published.
Over the centuries, it has been paraphrased, abridged,
The Life of the Haggadah
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translated, transliterated and transformed. It has been sung,
chanted, illustrated and supplanted. And in 5,000 or so
editions since the invention of the printing press.7
Why so many? Why has the Haggadah resisted being fixed
once and for all? To answer this question, I traveled around
America and to Israel consulting with Haggadah experts—
Jewish museum curators, Judaica librarians, collectors, scholars, rabbis, and those who have created and published Haggadot of their own. I inevitably heard three answers.
The first is geography, because Jews have lived all over the
world. Since the Haggadah may be recited in any language so
it can be understood, it has been printed in Hebrew and translated into English, Yiddish, Judeo-
Italian, Judeo-
Spanish,
French, Spanish, Russian, Polish, Chinese, Italian, Croatian,
Danish, Czech, Finnish, Turkish, Swedish, Hungarian, Amharic . . . just to name a few. An 1874 Haggadah written in Hebrew and Marathi depicting the Bene Israel Jews of India is
often used to make this point of the diversity of Jewish settlement. In this same vein, we hear about community Haggadot
from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, written in Hebrew, Aramaic, Chinese, and Judeo-Persian that were used by
Jews who had settled in the Chinese city of Kaifeng.
The second answer is diversity of Jewish practice. The
Haggadah has accommodated the many ways Judaism has
been practiced and reflects different liturgical rites. We see
that easily in contemporary America, with Haggadot created
for Reform, Conservative, Reconstructionist, Orthodox,
Sephardic, Ultra-Orthodox, Hasidic, Renewal, Humanist,
and secular Jews as well as for those describing themselves as
nondenominational or postdenominational.
16
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History is the third answer. The Haggadah has expanded
to chronicle events—especially crises and cataclysms—that
have become assimilated into the story Jews tell about themselves at the annual ritual of peoplehood. Consider the Haggadah written during the Holocaust that comes with nightmarish illustrations reflecting concentration or DP camps.
Consider, too, the many Israeli or American Haggadot issued soon after the Six-Day War of 1967 with celebratory
images of Israeli soldiers praying at the Western Wall or
whimsical drawings of Jerusalem’s Old City. As it happens,
there are Haggadot, such as the Schechter Haggadah,
which, in addition to providing the traditional materials for
the seder also tell the history of Jews through pictures and
commentary. Jacob Ari Labendz has called them historiographical Haggadot because they reveal how Jews in different places and eras saw themselves observing Passover and
also engage the reader in self-reflexive embedding. Think of
the Morton Salt girl who carries a container of salt with
smaller picture of herself—into an imagined infinitum. “It is
as if they ask their reader to look upon himself as though he
were a Jew of another era looking upon himself ‘as though he
went out of Egypt.’ ”8
In the course of this biography, we will see precisely how
geography, practice, and history have occasioned revision . . . and, in all likelihood, will continue to do so. As we
come to know the life of the Haggadah more intimately and
learn how it has functioned as an organism, we shall see how
its capacity to maintain a core and still be an ever-flexible
work in process, produced with the ever-changing needs of
the current celebrants and their situations in mind, has been
a key to its longevity.
The Life of the Haggadah
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I n de x

A page number in italics refers to an illustration.
Aaron, 20, 50, 71; image in 1695
Amsterdam H
 aggadah, 80;
image in King James Bible, 79
Abarbanel, Isaac, 71, 82, 169–70
Abaye, 35–36
Abraham, 19, 22, 32, 39
Abzug, Bella, 151
Adler, Miklós, 128
afikomen, 34, 39, 43; in Birds’
Head Haggadah, 50; in
Tosefta ceremony, 26
Akiva (Talmudic sage), 33
Alberstein, Chava, 164–65
Alexander, A., 87–88
Allen, Woody, 171
Altmann, Maria, 53
American Jewish Congress,
memorial liturgy for Holocaust victims, 130–32, 133
Amram Gaon, 40, 41
Amsterdam Haggadah of 1695:
borrowed images in, 75–77,
79, 80; commentary in margins of, 82–83; copper engraved images in, 70, 71, 77,
114; in Durchslag collection,

2; explanations in, 86; with
foldout map of Israel in biblical times, 71; four sons illustrated in, 77; influence on
subsequent printed editions,
67, 69–70; Passover songs included in, 161; promotional
material in, 70–71; translations included in, 84–85
Amsterdam Haggadah of 1712,
2, 67, 79
Angel, Marc C., 141
Angel of Death: lamb’s blood as
sign for, 20; repurposed illustration of, as Esther, 76–77
Ani Ma’amin (I Believe), 131, 135
The Animated Haggadah, 143
Ansbacher, Leo, 125
Arbeter Ring (Workmen’s
Circle), 105, 106–7
Ari (Isaac Luria Ashkenazi), 82
artichokes, welcoming interfaith families, 154
artists of recent versions, 14,
143–44; rendering Chad
Gadya (An Only Goat), 164
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ArtScroll Haggadah, 111–12
ArtScroll Mesorah, 111
artwork of Haggadot: of
Arthur Szyk, 119–22, 120;
Chad Gadya (An Only
Goat) rendered in, 164; in
Conservative Haggadah of
1982, 110; copper engravings
in, 70, 71, 76, 114; in kibbutzim, 102; medieval introduction of visual elements, 46–
47; in Offenbach Haggadah
of 1920s, 113–15; in Offenbach of 1722, 114; paper cutting and microcalligraphy,
143; of Podwal in 2012 Reform Haggadah, 138; of Siegmund Forst in 1951 Abraham
Regelson Haggadah, 111; in
today’s market, 14, 143–44;
Union Haggadot of Reform
movement and, 94, 96, 97;
woodcuts in, 68, 69, 114, 115,
128. See also illuminated
Haggadot
Asher Anshel ben Eliezer
Chazan, 71
Ashkenazi Jews: English translation for, 87; Haggadot with
Yiddish instructions for, 84–
85; owning a Haggadah by
fifteenth century, 46; region
represented by, 44
Atar, Hayim, 102
Azulai, Haim Yosef David
(Chida), 82
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ba’al haseder, 33
Babylonian Haggadah tradition,
41, 42, 44
Barenblat, Rachel, 152–53
Baskin, Leonard, 97
Batsheva Ensemble, 163
Benedikt family, 53
Bene Israel Jews of India, 16, 85
Berger, David, 32
Berkowitz, Matt, 143
Beta Yisrael, 85–86
Bet Ha-Shitah Haggadah, 104
Bezalel Haggadah, 164
Bialik, Hayim Nachman, 97, 104
Bibatz, Samson, 53
Bible: King James Bible of 1611,
79, 79; sources of Passover
rituals in, 19–23. See also II
Chronicles; Deuteronomy;
Exodus; Esther; Genesis;
Numbers; Song of Songs
bibliographies of Haggadot, 15
Birds’ Head Haggadah, 49–54, 51
Birnbaum Haggadah, 110
bitter herbs: artist’s gendered
joke about, 62; in biblical
book of Exodus, 20; early
decorative motifs representing, 47; in Elie Wiesel’s
Haggadah, 135–36; Maimonides on rules of, 44; in
new practices after destruction of Second Temple, 24;
as reminders of Egyptians,
30; in rituals of Holocaust
Remembrance Day, 136;
index
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sandwich of charoset and, 8,
43, 51, 135–36; in Sheinson’s
Haggadah for Holocaust survivors, 129; social justice supplement using, 148; in steps
of seder, 8, 9, 43. See also
maror
blessings: for foods in Dropsie
Haggadah, 41; over matzah,
8, 43, 55; recast as statements
in Arbeter Ring Haggadah,
107; recited from Haggadah
for other festivals, 46; in
steps of seder, 8, 43; studied
by rabbis of the Talmud, 34
blind rabbis, 33
Bonaventura de la Nay, 113–14
borrowed images, 75–81; from
Christian sources, 75–76,
78–79; in Haggadot for private use, 80–81
Boussidan, Ya’akov, 143
Branduardi, Angelo, 164
Broner, E. M., 151, 152
Bronstein, Herbert, 97
Brooks, Geraldine, 59–60
Buber, Martin, 97
Burning the Days (Salter), 4
cantillation, traditions of, 11
Cantor, Aviva, 151
Chad Gadya (An Only Goat),
161, 162, 164–65, 172
Chakovsky, Bria, 150
charoset: in Elie Wiesel’s
Haggadah, 136; in home
index

ceremony of Tosefta, 26; in
illuminated Haggadot, 51; as
mitzvah, 35–37; orange-
flavored in GLBT Haggadah,
156; sandwich of bitter herbs
and, 8, 43, 51, 135–36; in Sarajevo Haggadah, 54; in steps
of seder, 8, 9; Talmudic
debate on, 35–37
Cherkassy, Zoya, 14, 192n6
Chesler, Phyllis, 151
Chida (Haim Yosef David
Azulai), 82
chocolate on seder plate, 154
Christian sources of imagery:
borrowed images, 75–76,
78–79; illuminating practices, 48, 54
II Chronicles, biblical book of, 23
circumcision, 22
CLAL (National Jewish Center
for Learning and Leadership),
134
Clal Yisrael, 182n5
Cleaver, Eldridge, 147
climate change, global, 147
coffee beans on seder plate, 154
Cohen, Israel I., 123–24
Cohen, Tamara, 151
collections of Haggadot, 14–15;
of the author, 2–3; of Stephen Durchslag, 1, 2–4
commentaries: in ArtScroll
Haggadot, 111; in Conservative Haggadah of 1982, 110;
contemporary collections of,
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commentaries (continued)
83–84; in printed Haggadot,
81–84
communitas, 25
concentration camps: Ani
Ma’amin (I Believe) sung in,
131; Haggadah recited from
memory in, 122–24; Haggadah smuggled into, 122;
named in liturgies included
with Haggadot, 135, 137; in
Podwal’s image for Wiesel’s
Haggadah, 138
Conservative movement,
Haggadot of, 16, 107, 108–10,
132–33, 136
Coppel, Werner, 124–25
copper engraving, 70, 71, 76,
114
Cowan, Lillian, 109
Crimes and Misdemeanors
(film), 171
dance, based on Echad Mi
Yode’a, 163–64
“Dayenu”: in fairly traditional
Haggadah, 8; referenced in
The Sayer by Lau-Lavie, 160;
in Sheinson’s Haggadah for
Holocaust survivors, 129; in
Washington Haggadah, 62;
whacking with scallions
during, 92
Deinard, Ephraim, 65
Deuteronomy: Passover ritual
in, 20, 22; question posed in,
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38–39; story of enslavement
and exodus in, 19; wandering
Aramean in, 31–32
digitization: of illuminated
Haggadot, 49; of personalized versions, 154; of Washington Haggadah, 66
Dishon, David, 141
Dropsie Haggadah, 41–42
Durchslag, Stephen, 1, 2–4
Durkheim, Émile, 166
Echad Mi Yode’a (Who Knows
One?), 143, 158–59, 161–62,
163, 179; dance based on,
163–64
Egalitarian Haggadah, 151
Egypt. See Exodus story
Einstein, Albert, 97
Eleazar son of Rabbi Zadok,
35, 36
Eliezer ben Elijah Ashkenazi,
64
Elijah Ben Solomon (Vilna
Gaon), 82
Elijah’s arrival: in Birds’ Head
Haggadah, 52; cup of wine
and, 63–64, 87–88, 135;
heralding the coming of the
Messiah, 52, 63; Miriam’s
Cup and, 155; modes of transportation for, 64; in Washington Haggadah, 63, 63–64;
welcomed in traditional
Haggadah, 8
Elzas, Barnett A., 94
index
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English-language commentaries,
in ArtScroll Haggadot, 111
English-language Haggadot: of
Arbeter Ring, 106–7; of British Reform movement, 93–
94; commissioned by Daniel
and Joanna Rose, 144;
Guggenheim’s unpublished
version, 118–19
English translations, 86, 87–88;
in Conservative Jewish
homes, 109
Epstein, Marc, 48, 52
Eretz Yisrael (Land of Israel):
Babylonian Haggadah traditions compared to, 42;
Schechter’s Haggadah fragments from, 41
eschatological illustrations, 52
Esther, Book of: borrowed images in commentary on, 76–
77; Jewish law on hearing of, 11
Ethiopian Jews, 85–86, 187n11
exegetical principles, 46
Exodus, biblical book of: readings from, in British Reform
Haggadah of 1842, 93; sources
for Passover ritual in, 20–21
Exodus story: biblical injunction to tell the story, 6, 8, 9;
foreshadowed in Genesis,
18–19; in Haggadot of Jewish
labor movement, 106–7;
illustrated in illuminated
Haggadot, 50; Israelites
crossing the sea in, 115;
index

kibbutz Haggadot emphasizing human agency in, 103–4;
parent’s responsibility to
transmit the memory, 38; recalled in maggid section of
Haggadah, 43, 45; recent oppressive problems compared
to, 154; recited from memory
in concentration camp, 124;
Reconstructionist retelling
of, 108, 109; summarized in
Deuteronomy, 19
Ezekiel, biblical book of, 168
Ezekiel, Moses, 96
Ezra Synagogue in Old Cairo,
40, 44
Fastag, Azriel-David, 131
Feast of Matzot, in Exodus, 21
Feast of Unleavened Bread, in
Leviticus, 21
feminism: Haggadah commentaries with perspective of, 84;
New Union Haggadah of
2014 and, 98; students’
Haggadot addressing issues
of, 161. See also women
feminist Haggadot, 149–53;
Maxwell House sponsor’s
distancing from, 75; Miriam’s
Cup in, 155; Paley’s Seder
Masochism, 140; radical versions replaced by celebration
of Jewish women, 151–52;
rendering sons as daughters
or children, 38
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fifth cup of wine: Talmudic
debate on, 34–35, 133; as
thanksgiving for State of
Israel, 133–34
Finkelstein, Louis, 108–9
Foer, Jonathan Safran, 81, 173
food insecurity, 148–49, 154,
158, 172–73
four cups of wine: Abarbanel’s
commentary on, 83; Alexander’s advice on, 87–88; Amsterdam Haggadah’s question
about, 83; four blessings over,
7, 8, 43, 184n4; reduced to one
in British Reform Haggadah,
94; in typical kibbutz Haggadah, 102–3. See also wine
four daughters, 38, 151, 152
four questions: Abarbanel’s
commentary on, 82–83; four
Bible verses related to, 38,
183n16; in kibbutz Haggadot,
103; in Mishnah, 29–30; Munich seder in 1946 with no
children to ask, 129; in The
Sayer by Lau-Lavie, 159–60;
substitution in Union
Haggadah, 95; in traditional
Haggadah, 8; traditionally
asked by boys, 111
four rabbis, in Birds’ Head
Haggadah, 50–51
four sons: Abarbanel’s commentary on, 83; in Amsterdam Haggadah of 1695, 77;
borrowed images of, in
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Hakohen’s illustrations, 76;
as children in retranslated
Maxwell house Haggadah,
75; Dropsie Haggadah with
no mention of, 41; in kibbutz
parody, 100; midrashic influence on, 38–39, 50–51;
Reisinger’s modern artistic
rendering of, 110; replaced by
four daughters, 38, 151; in
Second Cincinnati Haggadah, 78. See also four questions; wicked son; wise son
Frank, Anne, 97, 135, 136, 137
freedom: helping others to
achieve, 6; Holocaust reference in Reform Haggadah
and, 137; hope for more complete liberation and, 173; as
Reconstructionist theme,
107–8; referenced in The Sayer
by Lau-Lavie, 160; Sharansky’s
memory of Haggadah in Siberia and, 126; symbolized in
broken matzah, 88–89, 132; as
theme in Haggadah, 6, 8
Freedom Seder, 146–48
Free Zone (film), 165
Friedman, Debbie, 151, 152
Friends of Refugees of Eastern
Europe (FREE), 142
Frojmavic, Eva, 55
Gandhi, 147
gender: inclusive language in
2014 New Union Haggadah,
index
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98; retranslated Maxwell
house coffee Haggadah and,
74–75; Washington Haggadah and, 62–64; ways of addressing God and, 153
Genesis: illuminated Haggadot
with stories from, 52, 54;
story of the exodus fore
shadowed in, 18–19
genizah, 12, 40
geonim, 40–41
George VI, King of England,
121–22
Gibson, Margaret, 40
Ginsberg, Allen, 147
Gitai, Amos, 165
Glatzer, Nahum N., 141
GLBT Haggadah, seder plates
for, 155–56, 157
Golan Heights Winery Haggadah, 143
Goldberg, Nathan, 109, 141
Greco-Roman symposium:
after-dinner revelry of, 27, 39;
Jesus’s Last Supper and, 28;
seder’s resemblance to, 7;
table ritual of Mishnah and
Tosefta and, 27
Greenberg, Yitz, 134
green vegetable, blessing over, 8,
9, 43
Grünberg, Maty, 14, 143, 164
Gubkin, Liora, 133, 136
Guggenheim, Siegfried,
113–19
Gurs Haggadah, 125–26
index

Haggadah for the Liberated
Lamb, 154–55
Haggadah Lepesach of British
Reform movement, 93–94
Hakohen, Abraham, 75
Hallel: in Mishnah ceremony,
27, 28; recited over fifth cup
of wine, 34
handwashing: Abarbanel’s commentary on, 83; in GrecoRoman symposium, 27; in illuminated Haggadot, 51, 55;
in steps of seder, 43; in traditional Haggadah, 8
Hanukkah, 13, 72
hares, Haggadah illustrations
of, 64–65
Hasidic Haggadot, 16;
Lubavitch, 141–42
Hasidic rabbi, in concentration
camp, 122–23
Hatikva, 109
Hauptman, Judith, 26
Heschel, Susannah, 145–46
Hezekiah, King, 23
hiddur mitzvah, 48
historiographical Haggadot, 17
history, as source of diverse
Haggadot, 17
Hochman, Abraham, 73
Hoffman, Jan, 144
Hoffman, Lawrence, 1, 26
Holbein, Hans, 75
Holocaust: Conservative
Haggadah of 1982 with text
on, 110; figuring out how to
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Holocaust (continued)
create postwar Haggadot
and, 132–33; Haggadah
buried in cemetery during,
124; Haggadah written during, 17; Haggadot only in
memory during, 12, 122–24;
Haggadot written from
memory during, 125–26; idea
of all-powerful God and,
170; Israel’s day of remembrance for, 104, 189n20; kibbutz Haggadot with early responses to, 113; survivors’
Haggadot, 127–30. See also
concentration camps
Holocaust Remembrance Day,
136
Hunger Seder Haggadah,
148–49
illuminated Haggadot, 14;
available facsimiles of fourteenth-century treasures, 48–
49; Birds’ Head Haggadah,
49–54; Christian sources of,
48, 78–79; commissioned by
Daniel and Joanna Rose,
144; commissioned by
wealthy Jewish families, 47–
48; digitized, 49; handwritten in the present day, 66;
iconophobic tendencies possibly interrupting, 47; medieval, 46–49; revived in
seventeenth and eighteenth
204

centuries, 77–79; Sarajevo
Haggadah, 52, 54–60; standard categories of images in,
50–52; Szyk’s Haggadah with
qualities of, 119, 120; Washington Haggadah, 60–66
Imamovic, Enver, 58
imperfections of Haggadah,
166–70
interfaith families: artichokes as
welcoming symbol for, 154;
Haggadah of Cokie and
Steve Roberts, 117; students
creating Haggadot relevant
to, 161
Iraqi Jews’ Haggadot, recovered
in Saddam’s basement,
126–27
Israel, State of: Conservative
Haggadah of 1982 with text
on, 110; figuring out recognition of, in postwar Haggadot, 132; Guggenheim’s 1960
Haggadah with prayer for,
118; Jewish labor movement
raising funds for, 106; linked
with Holocaust in postwar
Haggadot, 132–33; national
anthem included in American Conservative Haggadah,
109; national holidays in,
104, 189n20; Orthodox Jews
proposing Haggadah references to, 133–34; popular
Haggadot in, 142–43; recent
updates to traditional
index
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Haggadot in, 156–59; Sheinson’s conviction of need to
settle in, 129–30; Szyk’s
artistic portrayal of pioneers
in, 121
Israel ben Moses, 113
Israel Museum in Jerusalem,
49, 53
Issacher Ber ben Abraham
Eliezer, 71
Jastrow, Morris, 96
Jesus’s Last Supper, 28–29
Jewish Labor Bund, 106
Jewish Labor Committee for
Palestine, 106
Jewish labor movement in
America, 105–7
Jewish National Library in Jerusalem, 14
Jewish Renewal movement, 147
Jewish soldiers: celebrating
Passover in 1862, 37; in Palestine, 127; in World War II,
127
Jewish Theological Seminary,
108, 128
Joel ben Rabbi Simon, 116
Joel Feibush ben Simeon, 61–
62, 64
Johanan (Talmudic sage), 35–36
Joseph Jacobs Advertising
Agency, 73, 75
Joseph the Demon, 34
Josiah, King, 23
Judah Loew ben Bezalel, 82
index

Judeo-Italian, 16, 84
Judeo-Spanish (Ladino), 16, 84
Kadima, 150
Kahn, Hermann, 53
Kalderon, Asher, 143
Kalechofsky, Roberta, 154
Kaplan, Mordecai, 108–9
Karaites, 42
Kasher, Menachem, 39, 83,
133–34
Katznelson, 104
Kibbutz Afikim, 100
Kibbutz Ein Harod, 102
kibbutz Haggadot, 90–91, 93,
98–104; early responses to
Holocaust in, 113; as precedent
for innovative seders, 146
Kibbutz Naan, 103
Kibbutz Ramat Yochanan, 100
Kibbutz Tel Yesef, 103
Kibbutz Yagur, 102
King, Martin Luther, Jr., 147
King James Bible of 1611, 79, 79
Klausner, Abraham J., 128
Klawans, Jonathan, 28–29
Klimt, Gustav, 53–54
Klingspor Brothers Press, 114
Ključo, Merima, 60
Koch, Rudolf, 114–15
Kogman-Appel, Katrin, 66
Kohen family, 57
Koppel, Ted, 58
Korech, 43, 135–36. See also
sandwich of bitter herbs and
charoset
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“Koren Ethiopian Haggada,”
85–86, 187n11
Korkut, Derviš, 57–58
Kredel, Fritz, 115, 118
Kristallnacht, 117
Kulp, Joshua, 183n12
Kushner, Tony, 10

Levy, Richard and Beatrice, 143
Lewis, Agnes, 40
Lilith magazine, 151
Lissitzky, El, 164
Lubavitch Haggadah versions,
141–42
Luria, Isaac Ashkenazi (Ari), 82

Labendz, Jacob Ari, 17
labor movement, of Jews in
America, 105–7
Labor Zionist Alliance, 105–6
Ladino ( Judeo-Spanish), 16, 84
lamb, eaten at seder: Abarbanel’s commentary on, 83; replaced in vegetarian Haggadah, 154–55; in Washington
Haggadah, 62. See also sacrifice of lambs
Lang, Berel, 130
languages of Haggadot, 16. See
also English-language Haggadot; Yiddish
large print Haggadot, 73
Last Supper of Jesus, 28–29
Lau-Lavie, Amichai, 159–60
leader who chants the Haggadah, 11, 33
leaning (reclining), 27, 28, 30,
34, 82, 88, 101
Leib ben Volf, Moshe, 78–79
Leibowitz, Nechama, 83
Leon of Modena, 82, 83
Levi (Talmudic sage), 35–36
Levi, Primo, 135, 137
Leviticus, 20, 21–22

maggid section, 35, 43, 45, 134
Maharal of Prague, 82
Maimonides, Moses, 44–46,
131
Malinowski, Bronislaw, 1
Manger, Itik, 164
manna: in Birds’ Head Haggadah, 50; evoked in local seder
customs, 92
Mansour, Eli, 141
Marathi, Haggadah written in
Hebrew and, 16, 85
Marks, David Woolf, 93–94
maror, 43, 82, 148. See also
bitter herbs
Marum family, 53–54
master of the seder. See ba’al
haseder
matzah: Abarbanel’s commentary on, 82; Bene Israel Jews
of India and, 85; in Birds’
Head Haggadah, 50; blessing
before eating, 8, 43, 55;
breaking in half, 8, 43, 88,
137; Christian accusations
about, 52; in concentration
camp, 122–23; early decorative motifs for, 47; eaten
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with lamb at the Temple, 22;
eating retrieved half, 8, 39; in
Elie Wiesel’s Haggadah, 136;
in home ceremony of
Tosefta, 26; in illuminated
Haggadot, 50, 51; illustrators
borrowing images of, 76; in
Mishnah version of ceremony, 27, 29; in new practices after destruction of
Second Temple, 24; pile of
three, 88; precise instructions
for, 9; in sandwich of bitter
herbs and charoset, 8, 43, 51,
135–36; in Sarajevo Haggadah, 54–55; supermarket
Haggadah with coupon for,
5; symbolic meanings of, 30,
55, 88; in Washington Haggadah, 62. See also afikomen
matzah snatching, 33–34. See
also afikomen
Maxwell house coffee Haggadot:
Amazon sales of 2019 version,
140, 192n2; author’s collection of, 2–3; history of, 73–
74; retranslated in E
 nglish in
2011, 74–75; used by many
Conservative Jews, 109; used
by many Orthodox Jews,
110–11
Ma’yan, annual women’s seders
of, 151
medieval illuminated Haggadot, 46–49
Medved, Michael, 145
index

Menachem, scribe of Birds’
Head Haggadah, 50
menorah: outside one’s home,
72; Podwal’s contrasting
illustrations of, 138
Mereimar, 33
Merian, Mattheus, 75
Messer, Tamar, 14
Messiah, 52, 131
messianic ages, 55, 76, 118, 134,
172
Michaelson, Jay, 139
microcalligraphy, 143
Midrash, 24, 37–39; dropped
from 1907 Union Haggadah,
95; feminist, 150; four sons
and, 38–39, 50–51; symbolic
meaning of charoset and, 36
minhag, 92
Miriam’s Cup, 98, 152, 155
Mishnah, 24, 27–32; on charoset not commanded by the
Torah, 35; Dropsie Haggadah
with similarity to, 41–42; engaging with older Passover
symbols, 30; on Passover
story line, 35; sometimes confirmed by rabbis of the Talmud, 34; Tosefta ceremony
compared to, 29
Mishneh Torah of
Maimonides, 44
mnemonic for steps of seder, 43
Moriah, Avner, 14, 143
Moses: in Amsterdam Haggadah, 71; in Birds’ Head
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Moses (continued)
Haggadah, 50, 52; as hero of
Jewish labor movement, 106;
image in 1695 Amsterdam
Haggadah, 80; image in King
James Bible, 79; Maimonides
on role of Moses in Haggadah, 44–45; in Sarajevo
Haggadah, 54; as social activist in Reconstructionist
Haggadah, 108; story of
exodus and, 19, 20
Moss, David, 143–44
Mount Sinai, 21, 55
Ms. magazine, 151
musical content: of Guggenheim’s unpublished English
version, 118; helpful notation
for, 96, 116; at Holocaust
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